We investigate random Eulerian networks defined by Markov loops and the associated fields, flows and maps.
Introduction
The main purpose of this paper is to show that random networks, which can be defined as images of Poissonian loop ensembles, are naturally associated to random configurations and maps. In addition we present a few additional results about these networks and the flows they define. We first present briefly the framework of our study, described in [6] . Consider a graph G, i.e. a set of vertices X together with a set of non oriented edges E. We assume it is connected, and that there is no loop-edges nor multiple edges. The set of oriented edges, denoted E o , is viewed as a subset of X 2 . An oriented edge px, yq is defined by the choice of an ordering in an edge tx, yu.
Given a graph G " pX, Eq, a set of non negative conductances C x,y " C y,x indexed by the set of edges E and a non negative killing measure κ on the set of vertices X, we can associate to them an energy (or Dirichlet form) E, we will assume to be positive definite, which is a transience assumption. For any function f on X, we have:
Epf, f q " There is a duality measure λ defined by λ x " ř y C x,y`κx . Let G x,y denote the symmetric Green's function associated with E. Its inverse equals M λ´C with M λ denoting the diagonal matrix defined by λ. The associated symmetric continuous time Markov process can be obtained from the Markov chain defined by the transition matrix P x y " Cx,y λy by adding independent exponential holding times of mean 1 before each jump. If P is submarkovian, the chain is absorbed at a cemetery point ∆. If X is finite, the transition matrix is necessarily submarkovian. We denote by µ the loop measure associated with this symmetric Markov process. (see [6] ).
The Poissonian loop ensemble L α is the Poisson process of loops of intensity αµ, constructed in such a way that the the set of loops L α increases with α. We will denote by L dis,α the associated set of discrete time loops, which does not include one point loops. We denote byL α the occupation field associated with L α i.e. the total time spent in x by the loops of L α , normalized by λ x . The complex (respectively real) free field is the complex (real) Gaussian field on X whose covariance function is 2G (G). We will denote it by ϕ (respectively ϕ R ). It has been shown in r4s (see also r6s) that the fieldsL 1 and Given any oriented edge px, yq of the graph, we denote by N pαq x,y the total number of jumps made from x to y by the loops of L α and we set N pαq tx,yu " N pα x,y`N pα y,x . Recall that EpL α q " αG x,x and EpN pαq x,y q " αC x,y G x,y .
Recall finally the relation between ϕ and the pair of fields pL 1 , pN p1given in Remark 12 of [6] , Chapter 6, and the relation between ϕ R and the pair of fields pL 1 , pN
q tu q given in Remark 11: For any complex matrix s x,y with finitely many non zero entries, all of modulus less or equal to 1, and any finitely supported positive measure χ,
For any real symmetric matrix s x,y with finitely many non zero entries, all in r0, 1q, and any finitely supported positive measure χ,
Remarks: -A consequence of (1) is that for any set px i , y i q of distinct oriented edges, and any set z l of distinct vertices,
-In particular, if X is assumed to be finite, if rD N p1q s px,yq " 0 for x ‰ y and rD N p1q s px,xq " 1`N p1q x , for all χ ě λ, then (cf. [7] ):
-A consequence of (2) is that for any set tx i , y i u of distinct edges, and any set z l of distinct vertices,
-In particular, if X is assumed to be finite, if rD
2 q s px,yq " 0 for x ‰ y and rD -Note that a natural coupling of the free field with the loop ensemble of intensity 1 2 µ has been given by T. Lupu [10] , using the vertex occupation field and the partition of X defined by the zeros of the edge occupation field.
-Most results are proved for finite graphs with non zero killing measure. Their extension to infinite transient graphs is done by considering the restriction of the energy to functions vanishing outside a finite set D, i.e. the Markov chain killed at the exit of D and letting D increase to X, so that the Green function of the restriction, denoted G D , increases to G.
Eulerian networks
We define a network to be a N-valued function defined on oriented edges of the graph. It is given by a matrix k with N-valued coefficients which vanishes on the diagonal and on entries px, yq such that tx, yu is not an edge of the graph. We say that k is Eulerian if ÿ
For any Eulerian network k, we define k x to be ř y k x,y " ř y k y,x . It is obvious that the field N pαq defines a random network which verifies the Eulerian property.
Note that ř y N pα tx,yu is always even. We call even networks the sets of numbers attached to non oriented edges such that k x " 1 2 ř y k tx,yu is an integer.
The cases α " 1 and α " 1 2 are of special interest. We need to recall the results of [7] and [8] which can be deduced from equations (1) and (2):
ii) For any Eulerian network k, and any nonnegative function
iii) For any even network k,
iv) For any even network k, and any nonnegative function ρ on X P pN
Remarks:
-It follows from iv) that the symmetrized N q field conditioned by the vertex occupation field is, as it was observed by Werner in [15] , a random current model.
-These results can be extended to infinite transient graphs as follows: For i) given any finitely supported Eulerian network k and any bounded function F on Eulerian networks:
-This quasi invariance property can be used to prove the closability and express the generator of some Dirichlet forms defined naturally on the space E of Eulerian networks: If ν is a bounded measure and G a bounded function on E, the energy of G can be defined as ş EppGppN p1q`k q´GpN p12 qνpdkq. They define stationnary processes on E, with invariant distribution given by the distribution of N p1q . Similar quasi invariance properties and stationnary processes can be derived from ii), iii) and iv). In both cases, we can check on the expressions given in 2.1 ii) and iv) that after fixing the values of the conditioning, the joint density function factorizes. See [15] and also [1] in the context of non backtracking loops.
In the case α " 1, the Markov property of these fields is preserved if we modify P by a factor of the form ś x e´β Φx and a normalization constant, with β ą 0 and Φ x a non-negative function of pN
In the case α " , the Markov property of these fields is preserved if we modify P by a factor of the form ś x e´β Φx and a normalization constant, with β ą 0 and Φ a non-negative function of pN
Networks and Maps
The distribution of N p1q can be interpreted further when G is finite. We introduce a specific type of configuration model. Let C be the space of configurations c defined as follows: attach to each vertex x c x entering half edges and c x exiting half edges, numbered from 1 to c x . Then provide a coupling between entering and exiting half-edges in such a way that they form an oriented edge of G. For each oriented edge px, yq, there are c x,y half edges exiting from x coupled with c x,y half edges entering in y. For each vertex x, ř y c x,y " ř y c y,x is denoted c x and we see that such a configuration c defines a Eulerian networkc. Moreover each Eulerian network k is the image by this projection map c ÝÑc of
way of partitioning exiting half edges, ś x kx! ś y ky,x! ways of partitioning entering half edges and ś px,yqPE o k x,y ! ways to couple them into the same oriented edge of G. Alternatively we can partition exiting half edges only and see there are ś x pk x !q way to couple them with the entering edges. We say two configurations are opposite if they are exchanged by reversing the orientation of all half edges. We say they are equivalent if they can be exchanged by a circular permutation at each vertex, acting simultaneously on entering and exiting half-edges.
We can now conclude easily that:
The measure Q defined on C by:
is a probability which projects on the distribution of the random Eulerian network N p1q .
Taking unit conductances and variable killing rates, we deduce from the fact that Q is a probability an expression for counting configurations with given vertex degrees: Corollary 3.1 Denote C ix,xPX the set of configuration with given vertex degrees i x : C ix,xPX " tc P C, @x P X, c x " i x u Then the joint exponential generating function of their cardinalities |C i,xPX | is given by the inverse of the determinant of the matrix δ x,y´sx A x,y , A being the adjacency matrix of G.
Configurations and
times. It starts with the first exiting half-edge, continues to the vertex to which it is associated, then with the first half edge exiting this vertex and so on, using and taking at each vertex exiting half edges in increasing order until all have been used at x 1 . Then iterate this procedure with the remaining configuration, starting at the first vertex it contains, according to the order initially defined on X. This correspondence is a bijection, and the distribution obtained on the sequence of based loops is the same as in the extension of Wilson algorithm defined in section 8-2 of [6] . It is uniform conditionally on the network. These based loops l x i can be randomly divided at their base points x i as in the extension of Wilson algorithm. This partition is defined by a PoissonDirichlet distribution if we consider loops indexed by continuous time, with exponential holding time (see remark 21 in section 8-2 of [6] ). In [9] we mentioned the existence of a discrete version of this splitting method: If l x i visits x i n x i times, we can partition randomly this set of excursions according to the exchangeable partition probability function (EPPF)
in the so-called Chinese restaurant process ( [13] ). Note that
is the probability of each partition into a set of size n 1 , a set of size n 2 etc, regardless of the order. The total probability of such partitions, in the given order, is
Then we can define L ex to be the associated set of (unbased) discrete time loops. In this way we can get a sample of the Poissonian ensemble L dis,1 . Similarly, we can define L in and a configuration c determines therefore two sets of loops which are clearly independent conditionally to the networkc.
Configurations and maps:
The relations between configuration and Poissonian loop ensembles appears to be deeper, as shown in the following. -Recall that a combinatorial map can be defined as a graph, with possibly multiple edges between vertices, equipped with a combinatorial imbedding, i.e. a cyclic ordering of edges around each vertex (see [12] , [3] ). This ordering allows to define faces and the map can be drawn on a surface whose genus (more precisely the sum of the genera of its connected components) is canonically defined in terms of the Euler-Poincaré characteristic. Let us say it is a G-map if its vertex set is contained in X and if its edges are multiple copies of elements of E (if G is complete, the second condition is redundant). Let us say a map is numbered if a first edge is chosen at every vertex.
-An element c of C defines a numbered G-map Mpcq with an even number of incident edges at each vertex. The first edge at each vertex is determined by the first exiting half edge and the half edge it is coupled to, the second by the first entering half edge and the half-edge it is coupled to, the third by the second exiting half edge and the half-edge it is coupled to, and so on, alternating entering and exiting half edges according to their original cyclic order. We get in this way, at each vertex, a cyclic order on edges, alternating exiting and entering half-edges. Two equivalent configurations define the same G-map.
-We now show that an equivalent class of configurations defines also a pair pL`, L´q of samples of L dis,1 and that we can define alternating signs on the faces of the map so that these sets of loops are respectively the positive (negative) faces of the map. L`is defined by the cycles of the permutation on exiting half-edges obtained by mapping an exiting half-edge with the exiting half-edge following, (in the above defined cyclic order at each vertex), the entering half-edge coupled to it. It induces the networkc L´is defined by the cycles of the permutation on all entering half-edges obtained by mapping an entering half-edge with the entering half-edge following the exiting half-edge coupled to it. As it uses the coupling backwards, it induces the opposite network´c Each edge of the map is in this way adjacent to two faces, the positive one defined by exiting half edges, and the negative one by entering half edges. Note that L`determines the coupling, hence the configuration. The same holds for L´.
-We can now state the following : We can again choose an arbitrary order on the vertices and use the coupling and the ordering at each vertex to run a different version of Wilson algorithm to construct L`. This algorithm can be viewed as a way, starting from a given exit configuration (i.e. a partition of exiting half edges) to sample the random coupling with entering edges progressively. We start a based loop at the first point with the first exiting half edge, then move to the vertex attached to it by the partition, and choose an entering half edge to couple it. Then follow the exiting half edge following this entering edge in the alternating cyclic order. At every return to the base point, the based loop is created if the first exiting half-edge follows the last entering one, in the cyclic order. Conditioning on the initially given partition of exiting half edges and on the partial coupling with entering half edges done until this return time, this occurs with probability one over the number of unused entering half edges at the base point. Then restart at the same vertex with the next free exiting half-edge. When none is left, restart the algorithm at the next possible vertex with the first unused exiting half-edge. The concatenation of the based loops obtained at each vertex has the same distribution as in Wilson algorithm.The random ordered partitions of these loops we have also obtained (in contrast with the previous version of the algorithm) is exactly the size-biased version of the ones defined by the above mentioned EPPF
(see section 2-1 in [13] ). This observation completes the proof of the theorem as the case of L´can be treated in the same way.
Euler-Poincaré characteristic
The Euler-Poincaré characteristic χpcq of the map defined by a configuration c is |tx P X, c x ą 0u|`|L`pcq|`|L´pcq|´Npcq with Npcq " ř x,yc x,y . It is the sum of the Euler-Poincaré characteristics of its connected components.
Using the results of [6] , the expectation of χ can be expressed as
Expressions can also be given for the number and the sizes of the connected components of the map (see [5] ).
All these results apply in particular to the case of complete graphs, which is of special interest in relation with the theory of combinatorial maps. For d vertices and constant killing rate κ, λ " d´1`κ and G "
pI`1 κ Jq, J denoting the pd, dq matrix with all entries equal to 1. Setting p " , the expected number of faces and the expected number of essential vertices are both equivalent to lnpdq as d increases to infinity.
Remark: If the graph is bipartite, namely if there is a partition of tX
, C is the set of pairs of numbered G-maps with the same number of incident edges at each vertex. The first map M 1 is defined by oriented edges entering in X 1 and exiting from X 2 and the second map M 2 is by oriented edges entering in X 2 and exiting from X 1 .
Configurations and even networks:
A similar construction can be made with even networks. The space of configurations is now the set C ev of numbered G-maps with an even number of incident edges at each vertex. At each vertex x there are 2kx! ś y k tx,yu ! way of partitioning the 2k x incident edges and there are ś tx,yuPE k tx,yu ! ways to couple the numbers assigned to the edges between x and y. Each even network k is the image of
We have :
is a probability which projects on the distribution of the edge occupation field pN -For the complete graph with constant killing rate κ and α " 1 2 , we see that the Eulerian network is very close of the configuration model studied extensively in chapters 7 and 10 of [14] .
Random homology and Flows
Let us assume the graph G is finite. We now recall a result of [7] . The additive semigroup of Eulerian networks is naturally mapped on the first homology group H 1 pG, Zq of the graph, which is an Abelian group with n " |E|´|X|`1 generators. The homology class of the network k is determined by the antisymmetric part q k of the matrix k. We denote by H 1 pG, Rq the space of harmonic one-forms, which in our context is the space of one-forms ω x,y "´ω y,x such that ř y C x,y ω x,y " 0 for all x P X and by H 1 pG, Zq the space of harmonic one-forms ω such that for all discrete loops (or equivalently for all non backtracking discrete loops) γ, the holonomy ωpγq is an integer. The Jacobian torus of the graph JacpGq is defined to be the quotient H 1 pG, Rq{H 1 pG, Zq. The distribution of the induced random homology q N pαq can be computed as a Fourier integral on the Jacobian torus for the Lebesgue measure associated with the metric defined by the conductances. We have (see [7] ):
A similar integral expression can be given for the joint distribution of q N pαq and the vertex occupation field.
We say that a Eulerian network j is a flow if it defines an orientation on edges on which it does not vanish, i.e. iff j x,y j y,x " 0 for all edges tx, yu. It is easy to check that the measure j x " ř y j x,y is preserved by the Markovian matrix q defined as follows: q We can define the stochasticity of the flow at x to be S x " j 2 x´řy j 2 x,y . If it vanishes everywhere, the Markovian transition matrix is a permutation of X. We can define the flow jp q kq associated to an element q k of H 1 pG, Zq by j x,y " 1 t q kx,yą0u
q k x,y .
The mapping j is clearly a bijection.
We now show that a simple expression of this joint distribution of the flow and the vertex occupation field can be derived from theorem 2.1 when α " 1. Let J be the set of flows on G. and K be the set of N-valued sets of conductances on G. 
From this follows:
Theorem 4.1 For any h P J, setting h tx,yu " supph x,y , h y,x q P pjp q N p1" h,L 1 P pρ, ρ`dρqq " detpI´P q ź tx,yu I h tx,yu p2 ? ρ x C x,y ? ρ y q ź x λ x e´λ xρx dρ x .
Remarks
-Using again equation (3) and (4), we can study correlation decays.
Ep q N p1q
x,y , q N p1q u,v q " Eppϕ xφy´ϕyφx qpϕ uφv´ϕvφu" 2G x,v G y,u´2 G x,u G y,v .
If G is the three dimensional square lattice, this correlation will decay like the fourth power of the distance.
We can also consider the circulation of the flow around plaquettes and get similar results, with correlation decaying like the sixth power of the distance.
-Recall that we defined R x :" pN p1q x q 2´ř y pN p1q x,y q 2 . Note that R " 0 implies that the flow defined by q N p1q has zero stochasticity (but the converse is not true). Hence, as β increases to infinity, the probability modified by ś x e´β Rx concentrates on the set of flows of null stochasticity (as it has positive P -probability).
